Hi-LAB scoring rubric and aptitude profiles support language personnel selection and training
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Executive Summary

PURPOSE
The University of Maryland Center for Advanced Study of Language (CASL) is developing the High-Level Language Aptitude Battery (Hi-LAB) in order to measure the potential for high-level second language learning. In addition to validating the measures in this test, CASL is improving the precision of scoring.

CASL has also designed a language aptitude profile based on individuals’ performance on Hi-LAB. Researchers have been interpreting the language aptitude profiles and patterns of scores to provide clients with timely and useful mission-relevant information.

CONCLUSIONS
CASL’s Hi-LAB research supports the following conclusions:

1. Hi-LAB’s new scoring rubric allows for more precise interpretation of scores.
   CASL has standardized interpretations of the Hi-LAB measures. Score ranges now correspond to exceptional, good, average, and fair performance on each measure. Individuals’ scores are compared to a reference population of government language personnel with documented general professional proficiency (i.e., Interagency Language Roundtable [ILR] Level 3 or above).

2. CASL’s aptitude profile card allows managers, learners, and instructors to quickly view a learner’s potential for language learning success.
   The aptitude profile card (see Figure 1) represents individual performance on the Hi-LAB and demonstrated language learning, and presents both a concise summary intended for language managers and a detailed abilities chart that includes training recommendations for language learners and instructors.

RELEVANCE
Providing feedback on aptitude test performance to individuals and organizations is valuable, particularly when it is available quickly and in a readily interpretable format. The refinement of the Hi-LAB scoring rubric helps standardize its use beyond its original applications across research projects. The rubric also facilitates the generation of feedback for clients, such as the aptitude profile cards.
HI-LAB SCORING RUBRIC AND APTITUDE PROFILES

**Figure 1.** CASL’s language aptitude profile card describes learners’ foreign language experience and abilities and compares their test scores with other learners’.

CASL has already provided individual Hi-LAB feedback to many study participants. Further, by listening to client needs and incorporating them into the aptitude profile cards, CASL has designed a useful tool to support U.S. government language personnel selection and training.
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